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Curb Weight: Lbs. You won't have any trouble finding a capable pickup that meets your needs
in the diverse Ford F lineup. With models that now boast the highest tow rating, biggest payload
and best gasoline fuel economy in the half-ton segment, Ford's switch to a revolutionary
all-aluminum body has paid off in a big way. Let's see which one is right for you. After one of
the most significant redesigns in the model's long history, the Ford F returns with a few notable
improvements. Ford's new Sync 3 replaces the often criticized MyFord Touch system, providing
an interface that's easier to use and quicker to respond. Also new to the lineup is a
range-topping and luxurious Limited trim, while a compressed natural gas or propane
conversion will be available for the 5. The Ford F is offered in a new Limited trim that takes this
truck's luxury to a new level. Otherwise, the F is largely unchanged, and that's a good thing. The
use of lighter aluminum body panels instead of steel benefits both fuel economy and payload
capacity, and these panels are also surprisingly resilient. They're more expensive to repair,
though, and while we're nitpicking, the F can't match the supple ride of the Ram But this Ford
has so much else going for it that many shoppers will likely forgive such minor shortcomings.
As always, the F's diverse lineup ensures that there's a pickup for all tastes and needs. From
the bare-bones basic XL to the luxurious Platinum and Limited trims, there's a good chance
there's a truck for you. A dizzying list of options and three body styles and bed lengths further
drive this point home. And if you need serious workhorse capabilities, know that the F is at or
near the head of the class by almost every measure. As good as the F is, it does face stiff
competition. We awarded a Supercrew with the V8 engine an Edmunds "A" rating , but a couple
of 2. Then there's the new Nissan Titan XD, which toes the line between full-size and heavy-duty
trucks and is showing some early promise. It's hard to go wrong with any of these trucks, but
the Ford F clearly enjoys one of the top spots in this segment. The Ford F is a full-size pickup
truck that is available in three cab styles: regular, Supercab extended and Supercrew crew cab.
There are three bed lengths offered, depending on which cab style is chosen: a 6. An optional A
package adds power windows and locks including the tailgate , power mirrors, a cargo
management system with four tie-down cleats, remote keyless entry, cruise control, Ford's
MyKey vehicle control feature, a 4. Other XL add-ons include chrome and sport appearance
packages, the FX4 Off-Road package for 4x4 models including an electronic-locking rear axle,
off-road shocks, underbody skid plates and hill descent control , side steps, a tailgate assist
step, drop-in or spray-in bedliners and trailer tow packages with Ford's Pro Trailer Backup
Assist system essentially a self-steering system to simplify backing up with a trailer. New for ,
the Backup Assist system literally takes the wheel out of your hands. Just watch the trailer in
the rearview camera and "steer" with this knob. The XLT trim includes the XL's optional A
package along with alloy wheels, chrome bumpers and exterior trim, foglights, a keypad entry
system, rear privacy glass, carpeting, four-way adjustable headrests, manual driver and
passenger lumbar adjustments and additional interior storage bins and pockets. The Mid A
option package adds heated mirrors, an auto-dimming driver-side and rearview mirror, a trailer
hitch, an eight-way power driver seat, power adjustable pedals, rear under-seat storage, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a rearview camera and satellite radio. The Luxury A package
includes those items along with a power sliding rear window, rear parking sensors, LED bed
lighting, remote ignition, way power adjustable heated front seats, a volt power outlet and the
Sync 3 infotainment system with an 8-inch touchscreen and two USB ports. Notable standalone
options include a regular sunroof Supercab , a panoramic sunroof Supercrew , a blind-spot
monitor with rear cross-traffic alert, remote vehicle tracking, inflatable rear seatbelts and a
navigation system. Many of the A features are standard on the Lariat trim, which also includes
inch wheels, front tow hooks, power-folding mirrors, puddle lamps, keyless entry and ignition,
an 8-inch driver information screen with expanded capabilities, dual-zone automatic climate
control, driver memory settings, leather upholstery and cooled front seats. High-end versions of
the Ford F have become honest-to-goodness luxury vehicles on the inside. In addition to many
of the options offered on the XLT, the Lariat is also eligible for the A package that includes LED
headlights and taillights, a remote tailgate release, automatic high beams, automatic wipers,
front-facing spotlights, a heated power-adjustable steering wheel, front bucket seats and an
speaker Sony audio system. Other options include lane-departure prevention, a surround-view
camera system, an automated parallel-parking system and adaptive cruise control with frontal
collision warning. The King Ranch trim is only offered as a Supercrew and adds a Western
styling theme inside and out, as well as items like an integrated trailer brake controller and
heated rear seats. The Platinum adopts a more contemporary luxury style with features that
include inch wheels, power-deployable running boards and aluminum interior trim. At the top of
the range is the new Limited trim, which comes generously appointed with inch wheels, unique
styling details and many of the convenience options as standard. Many of the standard and

optional features on fancier F models are available on lesser trims. The Ford F's base engine is
a 3. A six-speed automatic transmission is the only choice for all F models and features a
tow-haul mode. Upgrading to the turbocharged 2. Although the 5. Later in the model year,
buyers can also select a compressed natural gas- or propane-fueled version of this V8. The
top-of-the-line turbocharged 3. In Edmunds testing, a 4WD Supercrew with this engine laid
down a 6. In other words, if you want a fast truck, the 3. Maximum towing capacities start from
7, pounds with the base V6 engine and climb to 8, with the 2. For heavy lifting, the 5. Standard
safety features on all Ford F models include antilock brakes, stability and traction control, trailer
sway control, full-length side curtain airbags and automatic crash notification via paired cell
phones. It monitors the vehicle and allows owners to set certain limitations and alerts for valets
and teen drivers. Rearview and surround-view cameras are available, as are rear parking
sensors. Optional advanced features include a forward collision warning system that also
pre-charges the brakes for maximum responsiveness, a blind-spot monitor, rear cross-traffic
alert, lane-departure prevention and inflatable rear seatbelts. In Edmunds brake testing, current
F test vehicles have generally needed to feet to stop from 60 mph, which is about average for
the segment. However, the abovementioned 4WD Supercrew with the turbocharged 3. The F
also gets high marks in government crash tests , receiving five out of five stars for overall,
frontal and side-impact protection and four stars for rollover protection. Despite its large
proportions, the F is a reasonably agile beast. With potent power coming from all but the base
engine, accelerating up to highway speeds or passing slower traffic is reassuringly easy.
Rearview and surround-view cameras make backing into a tight parking spot a stress-free affair,
while the nifty Pro Trailer Backup Assist system even takes the guesswork out of backing a
trailer. The F certainly isn't sized for city living, but this truck is quicker and more maneuverable
than you'd think. The F's ride quality is generally agreeable for a big truck, even when there's no
cargo in the bed to settle down the rear suspension. Still, the Ram 's coil-spring rear
suspension has been spoiling truck buyers for years now with its luxury-car smoothness, and
the Ford falls short of that standard. Running boards and the low-hanging front air dam limit
off-road clearance, but the air dam is easily removable and power-deployable steps are
available. At the end of the day, the Ford F is simply an all-around strong performer, with a good
balance of comfort, utility and performance. In XL trim, the F is as basic as pickups get, with
vinyl floors and hand-cranked windows, but this is to be expected from a work truck. As you
move up the trim levels, the interiors get progressively nicer, reaching downright luxurious
accommodations in the Lariat model and above. While there's still an abundance of hard yet
sturdy plastics, most every surface that you'd frequently touch is padded. The control layout is
logical and easy to read at a glance, and Ford's new Sync 3 infotainment system is far more
user-friendly than the much-maligned MyFord Touch system, featuring pinch-and-swipe gesture
capability and a simplified menu along the bottom of the screen. The more advanced driver
information displays provide a wealth of customization and vehicle information. As expected,
higher-trimmed Fs provide excellent long-distance comfort, bolstered by additional seat
adjustments and ventilation. Supercrew models deliver similar levels of comfort for rear
passengers. Elsewhere in the cabin, there is plenty of storage for personal items, especially in
trucks with the front bucket seats and large center console. Supercab and Supercrew models
also benefit from additional storage under the rear seats. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Aluminum body panels can be more expensive to repair than steel somewhat stiff ride when bed
is empty EcoBoost rated fuel economy hard to replicate in the real world. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Ford's new and
improved Sync 3 infotainment system is now available for the F, as is a luxurious Limited trim,
while the Pro Trailer Backup Assist feature simplifies backing up a trailer. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. F has severe ghost electrical issues. I have a Ford F Limited with 23,
miles on it. I have had repeated electrical problems with it. Apparently the gateway module gets

shorted out and causes the running boards to stop working, the HVAC to stop, the power
windows to stop, the air bag lights to come on and tire pressure sensors to freak out. Those are
the items that I know don't work. The Texas Lemon Law is not what you would expect. I almost
think it hurt my negotiation with Ford, because now that Ford knew they were being watched
they had to follow all the rules and the Lemon Law is NOT consumer friendly. This has
happened 7 times. The first time it happened was at miles and now it has happened 4 times in
the last 4 months. At first the dealers kept telling me it was a problem with the plug on the
Gateway Module, but all they were doing was resetting it and sending me on my way. Telling me
I was luck they didn't charge me because plugging in the module is not covered by warranty.
Finally the 3rd dealer replaced the Gateway Module and 3 weeks later the electronics go out
again. The engineer worked on it for 2 days and replaced the Gateway module again. I finally
started the Lemon Law proceeding with the State of Texas and now Ford is treating me like a
criminal and have not contacted me in 2 weeks. My truck has been sitting at the dealer broken. I
just want them to trade me into a new one or buy it back. Ford refused to do so and said we
have to wait for Lemon Law hearing, as if they are going to fight it. Read less. Great Truck, Great
Motor. I'm a very discriminating consumer and hold manufacturers to account for what they
produce vs. I've put miles on my new F and at this point the experience has been great. I had
one front tire that lost a chunk of tread somehow but Ford replaced the tire quickly. The 2. I'm
averaging This motor has great acceleration off the line and at speed, hit the gas at 70 and pass
with ease. Really Amazes me how well this motor performs. Kudos to Ford Engineering.
Incredibly spacious. Motor blown at miles. My first oil change was done by the dealer, then my
truck often smoked a lot. I had the same dealer make sure they put enough oil in it. They said
the oil level was fine and the smoke was normal and gave some silly reason. Then only a couple
thousand miles later my low oil pressure alarm went off. I called a different dealer and they
asked me to wait. I took it to them anyway because the motor sounded awful. TSB Excessive oil
consumption issue with 6 months worth of build dates effected. I got a new motor and they
reinstalled the old turbos which I'm concerned about. My hood no longer lines up, and my
steering is off. So back to the dealer it goes on Monday. In addition, my doors rattle and shake
when going over bumps. If you are thinking about buying one of these trucks it's a risk in my
opinion. Ford refused to buy it back. I was getting to tired of lying on my back in my driveway
on my day off working on one of my old trucks. I wanted reliability. I've also owned "many" ford
trucks in the past. I was a longtime self employed landscaper. I go to the dealer and they tell me
its a "self learning transmission" and should adjust to your driving style to enhance shifting and
longevity. See all reviews of the Used Ford F Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. Ford's F-Series has been
America's best-selling vehicle for most of the past 30 years. The most popular model of this
grouping, the F has long been known for offering a cluster of core traits that appeal to full-size
truck buyers. Among them are impressive towing and hauling capabilities, respectable
reliability and a mind-boggling variety of body styles, trim levels and options. More recent F
iterations have also offered a smooth, quiet ride and an easy-to-drive demeanor, and to
nobody's surprise, the F continues this tradition. The new SVT Raptor is also about
performance, but this time around it's for off-, not on-road applications. The Raptor boasts an
optional 6. For more mainstream use, the F continues to have much to offer, including a
pleasant interior, a smooth ride and numerous body styles. There are a number of desirable
features as well, such as a flat rear floor and expansive rear-seat room in crew cab models,
deployable steps to ease access to the bed, Ford's Sync multimedia voice command system
and the contractor-oriented lineup of "Work Solutions" options. The F is a perennial best-seller
because Ford listens to truck people, and the F epitomizes this philosophy. The F does have
one weakness, though, and that's power. While competing models from Dodge, General Motors
and Toyota offer formidably powerful V8 engines, the Ford F soldiers on with the venerable 5.
We pitted the F against the current Ram, Tundra and Silverado in a full-size pickup comparison
test, and the F came in last. Had the Ford been packing more power under its hood, the results
would likely have been different. All said, though, the F is still one of the most appealing trucks
on the market thanks to its user-friendly features and pleasant driving dynamics. The question
is whether you need or want more oomph than the Ford can provide. The Ford F full-size pickup
truck is available in three body styles: regular cab, extended cab "SuperCab" and crew cab
"SuperCrew". Cargo box size choices vary as well: Regular cabs come with a 6. The SuperCrew
can have either the 5. Reverse-opening rear doors are standard on regular and SuperCabs for
easier cab access, while SuperCrews have four full-size doors. The STX is similarly equipped
but adds sportier-looking trim and an upgraded sound system with a CD player and an auxiliary
audio jack. The volume leader XLT features an upgraded cloth interior, cruise control and full

power accessories. The FX4 4WD features a towing package, inch wheels, underbody skid
plates, retuned springs and shock absorbers, front bucket seats, a six-way power driver seat
and satellite radio. The Lariat offers upscale interior trim, leather upholstery, way power driver
and passenger seats, heated front seats, power-adjustable pedals, a power-sliding rear window,
the Sync multifunction voice-command system and automatic climate control. This year's new
crew-cab Harley-Davidson model is similarly luxurious and also features inch wheels and
Harley-Davidson-themed trim. The off-road-ready SVT Raptor extended cab hits the trail with an
optional 6. Other options include a premium Sony audio system, a hard-drive-based navigation
system with Sirius Travel Link, a back-up camera, a cargo management system, a stowable bed
extender, a trailer brake controller, reverse parking sensor, a rear-seat entertainment system
and a sunroof. Aimed at those who work out of their trucks, Ford's Work Solutions options
include an in-dash computer with Internet access, a Midbox storage system a lockable
compartment located between the cab and bed and a "Tool Link" system which allows one to
keep tabs on tools stored in the truck's box via radio-frequency tracking. There are three main
engine choices in the Ford F lineup, all of them V8s: a 4. The base 4. The SVT Raptor comes
standard with the 5. The last F we tested with the 5. The brakes have a soft feel about them, but
stopping distances are very good for a big truck. In instrumented testing, we stopped a
four-wheel-drive Super Crew from 60 mph in an impressive feet. As expected, buyers have a
choice between two- and four-wheel drive on all versions of the F except the Raptor, which has
standard four-wheel drive. When it comes to technical working capacity, the F can't be beat:
Properly equipped, an F with the 5. However, the lack of under-hood punch and hefty curb
weight mean that the F is seriously laboring at anything close to these capacities. A more
typical 4WD SuperCrew with the 5. Antilock disc brakes, stability control, trailer sway control
and a full complement of airbags including front seat side and full-length side curtain are
standard across the board. The F has earned top marks in every crash test it's been subjected
to, scoring five stars in government front- and side-impact tests and the top rating of "Good"
from the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety in its frontal-offset and side-impact tests. The
Ford F delivers solid ride and handling dynamics for a full-size truck, and it's remarkably quiet
at speed, a trademark of recent Fs. It's still down on maximum power, though, to the tune of hp
compared to the big V8s in the Ram, Tundra and Silverado. Whether this is a deal-breaker
depends on what you plan to use your truck for. Realistically, most people probably don't need
that extra hp, but a good number will probably want it anyway. The purpose-built SVT Raptor is
expected to be a treat to drive off-road. In SuperCrew form, the Ford F can comfortably seat four
people, and you can squeeze in up to six in a pinch. Backseat comfort is superb thanks to
abundant legroom, a flat floor and a seatback angle that's pleasantly reclined. Cargo-carrying
capacity in the SuperCrew's cab is also excellent. The SuperCab is still fairly roomy, but
legroom is noticeably less generous. All Fs feature simple controls and good-quality materials
by full-size truck standards. The navigation system includes an 8-inch screen with impressive
clarity. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lackluster performance for this
segment, steering wheel doesn't telescope. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. The Ford F is an excellent all-around truck, though
competitors offer a bit more grunt. Vehicle overview. After a full redesign last year, the big news
for the Ford F is the return of a Harley-Davidson trim level and the introduction of the
high-performance SVT Raptor. Beyond that, the flareside body style has been phased out, and
there are minor equipment adjustments for certain trim levels. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. I have had my F supercrew since January One issue-at 30, miles the torque converter
would leak fluid once every 3 days weird. Ford fixed it under warranty. Otherwise, absolutely
perfect in all areas. This truck saved me from an Alabama snowageddon last year. It tool 10
hours to go 20 miles but the 2 of us made it. The truck is so quiet on the road. Yesterday I got 22
miles per gallon going 65 mph on the interstate. If you have kids the back seat area is like a

large sitting room. If you can find a with good mileage buy it. I am 65 years old and have had
lots and lots and lots of vehicles. Best of the bunch! Just keep it serviced and clean and you will
have a winner. It is a truck but Ford Fs are the best selling truck for a reason! Read less. Had
issues with the tranny shifting. Had to argue with the dealer about it. They finally re-loaded the
software for the tranny and it is working good now. No cost to fix. At 60, miles the exhaust
manifold crack. Out of warranty. Appears to be a known issue. Had to put silicone around the
cargo light. Water stained the liner. This also a known issue. Basic model. No fancy electronics.
Just a radio and CD player. Manual temp controls. Currently pull a lb travel trailer. Have not had
any issues with that. Over all pleased. Basic issues. No show stoppers. Just maintain and
should be good. As my Dad always told me "If you can't maintain the vehicle you have, you
can't afford a new one" Replace gears 3. Pulls trailer much better. No major issues. Still does
exactly what I want it to. Have not done much with it this year because of the pandemic. The
clear coat cancer looks awful but that is typical Ford paint job. Great truck that should have
come with boat oars.. I purchased this truck new on May 31, It now has miles. I have not had any
issues with it in terms of mechanical or electrical. I love how the truck feels when I drive it, it is
very comfortable, and roomy. The mileage sucks, but if I was concerned about mileage I would
not have bought it. In Mar , I noticed moisture on the inside of the windshield, and since my
windshield had been replaced I thought the new one had a leak I finally started doing some
research online and found out that Ford has known for years that the sat antenna, and third
brake lights leak into the cab. The technical bulletin calls for a bead of silicone around the
gasket of the sat antenna. Once the brake light leaks, the only fix is a bead of silicone or
replacement since Ford decided not to make a separate gasket for the lens. My dealer refused to
follow the guidelines of the TSB for the antenna since when they removed the old one, it had a
bead of silicone around the gasket direct from the factory my vehicle was made in Mar so it
appears that once Ford discovered the problems and published the TB, they decided to use the
same antennas on all the vehicles that came out after the publication of the TB, and following
the TB, just placed silicone on the gaskets as the trucks were being built. I don't mind spending
money on my truck due to fail wear and tear or normal maintenance, but I am really pissed
about the cost of these repairs. If these problems showed up prior to the basic 3 year, mile
warranty, Ford would be required to fix them under the basic warranty, even if you purchased
the Extended warranty you are not covered for these problems. Ford used faulty parts on this
truck and many others, they should have issued a recall and paid to fix all the problems. This is
as much a health and safety hazard as it is an inconvenience. When water enters the truck over
time mold and mildew will grow. The water also gets into the channels and door thresholds
were the wiring is run for lights, windows etc. And the leaks are going to stain your rear seats,
and headlined , and destroy your carpet. Ford has known of these problems back to , based on
the information I have found on the internet. I contacted Ford about this problem and they did
listen and give me a case number, telling me they would contact my dealer and see if there was
a program to help pay for cost of the repairs.. I don't expect Ford to do anything. I would not
recommend any one buy a Ford F new or used until Ford can prove the problems are solved.
They just keep getting better. Replaced my model with this ; wow, what a difference. Re-worked
5. Opted for all the toys including 20" wheels, limited-slip 3. I find myself looking back for a
second glance at the truck every time I drive it. See all reviews of the Used Ford F Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. This 4-banger churns out a healthy horsepower and
pound-feet of torque. Unlike its rivals, unfortunately, the Ranger is not offered in a V6 option.
The 2. Plus, most of the hardware components are proven and tested which they borrowed from
the Mustang and F When the T6 Ford Ranger was released in it was a real game-changer for the
mid-sized 4-wheel drive Ute segment. The Japanese Manufacturers finally got a run for their
money after enjoying the monopoly of the market for decades. The Hilux appeared to, according
to car journalists that is, be dethroned. However, like many new models in their initial
production years, suffer from teething problems and niggling issues, which is quite normal.
This article will discuss all the issues owners are experiencing with the models of the Ford
Ranger and the possible solutions offered by the dealerships. Since at the time of writing this
article, the Rangers were still under warranty, however, means many of the problems were taken
care of by the dealerships without having to put in a claim. This article was written to assist
current and potential Ford Ranger owners of what problems they could possibly expect going
forward. This is the risk buyers take when purchasing a new model. They have to deal with all
the teething issues. I will be covering everything from engine problems, transmission issues,
interior, exterior, electronics, to other minor miscellaneous issues experienced by the current
owners. The Ford Ranger was a major leap forward in technology, refinement, and off-road

capability, offering a well-rounded package with a fairly decent price-tag, compared to the
German Rivals in the form of the Amarok V6 and Mercedes Pickup truck, hence their popularity.
The monthly sales figures will reveal how popular the Ranger has become, snatching sales
away from the ever-popular Toyota Hilux in countries like Australia and South Africa. No, you
did not, since existing and potential Ranger owners will want to know what possible snags can
be expected from their Ford Rangers. This article could potentially save you tons of cash in
repairs, upgrades, and downtime if you plan on using the vehicle for business, since we all
know, more time in the workshop means less money in your pockets. The below list of
problems on the Ford Ranger is on new models, some just a few days old with only a few
hundred miles on. Many of the problems are production fit and finish issues, however, there are
one or two nasty ones in the list. Most of them were resolved by the dealerships. Feel free to
scroll to the desired section you are interested in. It also offers decent leg and headroom if you
are of the taller variety. The entry and exit is easy enough with its full-sized doors. The interior,
however, seems to have a few minor fit and assembly issues ranging from, but not limited to the
following:. The excessive wind noise is caused by bad fitting rubber trims. Owners report noise
levels being excessively loud at speeds over 50mph. In the S-Crew models, some drivers
reported excessive wind noise being emitted from the rear-seat side window area. The rubber
was loos-fitting and not seated properly. The rubber gasket around the mirror was letting air
channel through the window. A more serious problem in the middle seat belt buckle receiver in
the rear. Once you insert the buckle into the receiver, it simply ejects the buckle. Owners
reports that the buckle appeared twisted. The center buckle was replaced at the dealership and
covered by the warranty. Also, a point to note is, the middle buckle is designed slightly different
from the side buckles, and designed to only fit into the center receiver which is the proper
receiver. Make sure you are inserting the correct buckle into the center receiver. Owners of the
Super-Cab Ford Ranger have reported when attempting to pull the tether strap to release seat
base, the plastic housing literally broke into two pieces. The incident was reported to the
dealership and the part was ordered under warranty. Client reports that the plastic was not of
very good quality and appeared to be corroded. The plastic appears to be of inferior quality. On
the Ford Ranger Crew-Cab, there seems to be an alignment issue with the top rear seat latch.
Owners report having to use excessive force in an attempt to close it. Basically slamming the
seat back into place. Using a grease or lubricant in an attempt to improve the closing without
slamming proved unsuccessful. Owners reported that the rear bench rubber feet to be badly
damaged on the rear bench. This is the rear bench that folds up to gain access to the under-seat
storage compartments. Upon inspecting the feet seemed to be chewed up due to misalignment
of the floor pan. The metal-on-metal causes a rattle on uneven road surfaces as a result of the
bad fit and alignment. Ford explained that it was as a result of a bent floor pan and a Ford
Engineer would need to be sent out to investigate and report on the possible repairs. Multiple
owners reported a noticeable discoloration in the driver side door panel. It is not severe but
noticeable and an issue that possibly occurred in manufacturing or production. Owners tried
using multiple products to rectify the discoloration such as degreaser, interior trim cleaner,
soap dawn and water. Nothing seemed to have made a difference. Rattles inside the passenger
side door panel have been reported when driving on an uneven surface. The sound seems to be
coming from the top section of the passenger door panel. Users report when the music volume
level is a bit loud or certain bass levels hit, you can hear a distinct rattle coming from inside the
door. The rattle is coming from the door latch cord that runs along the frame of the door. Users
have opted to do a DIY fix by removing the door panel and using Velcro tape to secure the cable
properly against the metal door. Now these are isolated reports from owners reporting them
online on various forums and not major production problems with recalls. Most of these issues
could be chalked down to plant assembly and quality control flubs. The new Ford Ranger is
bound to have a few production problems regarding the exterior. Below is a list of a few of the
issues detected by owners with exterior body panels and alignment. When looking at the
alignment of the rear passenger door behind the driver, the door seems to be badly misaligned
and protruding as if it was not closed properly. Multiple owners have reported this problem to
the head mechanic and were told, this is normal for the Ranger but can be bent back into
position if the client wants it corrected. Could be the rear door latch that simply needs
adjustment. The rear door needs to be slammed in order to close properly. Fleet managers
report this to be normal build quality of the new Ford Ranger. One owner reports that the bulge
could be caused by the weather stripping around the door frame and not the actual door that is
causing the misalignment. The bulging causes the door to hit the weather stripping when
closing, hence extra effort required to close the door. The key fob not functioning, nor the
inside panel. The doors can still be locked manually with the key. The cause was reported by
the dealership to be bad actuators in the front as well as the front passenger doors, which they

subsequently replaced, but did not solve the problem. There is power to the actuators, however,
they fail to function due to corrosion on the contacts. They went on the replace the entire wiring
harness from the dash all the way to the tailgate. This was on a 3-month-old truck that was built
in January and the problem reported in March Multiple users reported the information screen
freezing after adjusting the climate control. This results in the touch screen, steering controls or
phone connection to be disabled. The radio power also went out, however manual controls for
the climate control functioned fine. Even after multiple restarts the screen remains in a frozen
state and appears to be on even when the vehicle is switched off. Other owners reported, after
using Google maps, caused the above unresponsive state. Users reported the SYNC3 takes a
few minutes to register all the inputs. It resumes the last played satellite station, however, the
screen remains in an unresponsive state. Plugging an iPhone in and unlocking the phone to
activate CarPlay results in the screen freezing. Certain Ranger owners who reported the issue
had the vehicle in to be rectified. The dealership inserted a metal plate on the driver side to level
the rear suspension. Other dealerships resorted to shimming the suspension which appeared to
have sorted the problem out, albeit temporarily. Reports to ford customer care have concluded
that it is within spec and rejected owner claims. Owners have reported sending the vehicle to
the dealership only to wait up to ten days after their trucks being sent to body shops to have the
frame measured. This is almost an inch difference, which is unacceptable. Water leaking from
the heater core has been reported. This does not appear to be a common problem but rather a
one-off issue. It was really hard to trace where the leak was emanating from since it appears to
be coming from the transmission when looking from below. Ford engineers finally traced it to
the heater core after running the engine hot on a lift for quite a while in order to recreate the
problem. The repair to the heater core requires the entire dash to be removed. This repair has
subsequently resolved the problem. One case where the truck had less than miles on it when
the transmission blew. Owner reports the transmission felt as if it had shifted into neutral with
the engine revving freely. The cluster matched the gear state of the shifter itself, and the park
would engage. Once at the dealer, the diagnostic scan reported 14 PCM codes. All codes were
related to transmission shift solenoids and pressure. Investigations revealed quite a bit of metal
pieces in the fluid. Ford decided to swap the transmission with a new one since there was
severe internal damage. There were also reports of the transmission slipping occasionally.
Some Ranger vehicles may exhibit a rough brake pedal during a brake application. Before
making a repair, document any run-out readings and if corrosion is found attach images to
report to assist engineering. Ford is issuing a safety recall for select Ranger vehicles. On some
affected vehicles, the two fasteners that secure the transmission shift cable bracket to the
transmission housing may not have been torqued to specification. Over time, an improperly
torqued fastener could allow the transmission shift cable bracket to become loose and the
transmission to be in a gear state different from the gearshift position selected by the driver.
This condition could allow the driver to remove the ignition key if equipped with no instrument
panel warning message or chime indicating that the transmission is not in park. This could
allow unintended vehicle movement or roll away if the parking brake is not applied, increasing
the risk of a crash or injury. This may be due to t
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he mirror switch sticking in the bezel. To resolve the condition, remove the switch and
retighten the mounting screws. This may be due to the powertrain control module PCM software
parameters including cold start and warm-up drivability, idle speed control, and fuel injection
delivery strategies. To resolve the condition, update the PCM software. When faced with any
mechanical fault on a new Ford Ranger that is still under warranty, make sure you do the
following:. Here we strive to provide the most accurate, up-to-date, information about the
functionality, common faults and latest technology built into most 4 Wheel Drives. Table of
Contents. When doing a big tire upgrade, there are so many options available, it can get quite
confusing. Your primary goal should be [â€¦]. Continue Reading. Big tire upgrades are one of
the most popular upgrades done on almost all makes of pickups, so this article will clear up the
most commonly asked question, what the biggest tire I can fit to my truck.

